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Let G be the free product of N groups each having order k < N and let A be the 
maximal abehan subalgebra of the group von Neumann algebra U(G), called the 
radial algebra of G. The Pukanszky invariant of the abelian algebra d = (A v JAJ)” 
is computed in this case. If N> 3, d is isomorphic to A@ (A @ A) and A 
is singular. If N = k = 2, s+’ is isomorphic to A 0 A and A is a Cartan subalgebra. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
A possible way to analyse the structure of type II, factors (from the 
point of view of their ergodic properties) is provided by the study of their 
maximal abelian subalgebras (briefly M.A.S.A.‘s). This approach was 
initiated in the late fifties by J. Dixmier [7], L. Pukanszky [lo], and 
M. Takesaki [16], who introduced a number of invariants related to such 
subalgebras. 
An important result in this field is the Connes-Feldman-Weiss theorem 
[6], which asserts that regular M.A.S.A.‘s in the hyperlinite factors are also 
conjugate (see also [ 123 for an operator algebraic approach of the proof). 
Recall that, following Dixmier’s classification, a M.A.S.A. A in a 
von Neumann algebra M is regular (or Cartan) if the von Neumann 
subalgebra generated in M by the normaliser N,(A) = {a E M: u unitary 
in M, uAu* =A} is M itself and A is singular if N,(A)” = A. While 
examples of regular M.A.S.A.‘s are rather easy to be obtained by the 
classical group-measure space construction of Murray and von Neumann, 
detecting singular M.A.S.A.‘s is a more difficult task [7, 10, 12, 131. 
The Pukanszky invariant [lo] (also considered in an unpublished work 
of Ambrose and Singer) for a M.A.S.A. A in a type II, factor M with 
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canonical trace r gives a liner classification. The description of this 
invariant is briefly as follows: let M acting in standard way, by multiplica- 
tion to the left on L’(M, r) (the Hilbert space completion of M with 
respect to the norm ll~ll~,~ = z(x*x)“~, XE M), let 2: L’(M, r) L2(M, r), 
6px = x* the canonical- conjugation (JMJ= M’), d = (A v JAJ)” the 
abelian von Neumann algebra generated by A and JAJ in ?8(L2(M, r)), 
and for any l in L2(M, r), denote by pr the corresponding cyclic projection 
onto Span &t I’ Ii2 = Span A&4 ‘1 1’2. Denote also by d’ the commutant of .d 
in g(L*(M, 5)). Then dpl G 9?(p1L2(M, r)) is maximal abelian (the unit 1 
of M is regarded as an element in L2(M, t)) and the Pukanszky invariant 
is the von Neumann algebra type of the discrete von Neumann algebra 
&‘( 1 - p,). Pukanszky showed that in the hyperlinite factor 2 there are 
M.A.S.A.‘s A, such that the corresponding J& have the property that 
&L( 1 - pl) are of homogeneous type I,. 
By the work of S. Popa [12], if A is a Cartan M.A.S.A. then .c4 is 
maximal abelian and if &‘( 1 - pI) is of the homogeneous type I,, n > 2, 
then A is singular. 
We will be concerned with the von Neumann algebra M = Y(G) of a 
group G which is the free product G = G, * . * G, of groups Gi, all of 
finite order k (but not necessarily isomorphic) or all isomorphic to Z and 
with their radial subalgebras A generated by x, E p(G), where x1 is the left 
multiplication with the characteristic function of the words of length one in 
G. These algebras were considered by Figh-Talamanca, Picardello, Cohen, 
and Pytlik in connection with their work on harmonic analysis and 
representation theory on these groups. In particular it was proved by 
Pytlik [ 1 l] that the radial algebra is a M.A.S.A. in Y(G) for G = iF, 
(moreover, it is singular [ 141 in this case) and also for G = G, * . I * G,\, 
with Ngk [17]. 
The aim of the present paper is to give a precise description of d, .d’ 
and of the inclusion A, JAJE d, when A is the radial algebra as before. 
We obtain that &“( 1 - p,) is of the homogeneous type I, if N 2 3 and 
maximal abelian if G is the amenable group G = Z2 * 12,. Consequently, A 
is singular in the first case and Cartan in the second case. Moreover, if G 
is as before with N > 3 or if G = IF,, then d is isomorphic to A @ (A @ A) 
(corresponding to the decomposition 1 = p1 + 1 - pl) with A, JAJ sitting 
inside as direct tensor factors in the second summand and collapsing into 
the first. If G = Z, * Z,, then d is isomorphic to A @A, with A, JAJ 
collapsing (modulo a certain automorphism) onto both factors. 
The idea is as in [ 141 to show an orthonormal infinite family {<, jnao 
in L’(A4, t), <,, = 1 E L2(M, T) such that At,A Ii I2 are orthogonal and the 
corresponding cyclic projections pc, have all the same central support 
1 - pI in d’, for n > 1. In order to do this, we prove that the intertwining 
operators at, -+ a{,, a E ~2, are invertible. 
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The last part of the paper contains a precise description of the spatial 
action of x1 and Jxl J, which is shown to be related to the unilateral shift 
S on 1’(N) in all these cases. In particular, the spectral measure of xi and 
9~~9 on each 5, is computed. 
1. THE FTJKANSZKY INVARIANT FOR RADIAL SUBALGEBRAS 
Let Gi, G2, . . . . GN be finite groups with the same order k 22 and let 
G = G, * G2 * . . . * G, be their free product. Denote Gy = Gi - { 1 Gi >. Each 
element g in G,g#l,, may be written uniquely in the reduced form as 
g = g, g, . . . g,, where gj E GT, i, # . . . # i,. Define the length of such 
a word g to be m and denote lgJ=m, ll,[=O, o(g)=gi, t(g)=gm. 
This length function corresponds to the action of G on his associated 
tree. Denote E,,, = (w E G: I WI = m} the set of words of length m, 
with cardinality N(iV- I)“-’ (k- 1)” and E,= {lG). Denote also 
fi = ,,/(N- l)(k - 1). The radial function x,,, on G is the characteristic 
function of the set E,,,. 
Let M= 9(G) be the associated von Neumann algebra of the group G. 
Clearly every G but Z, * Z, has infinite conjugacy classes hence A?(G) is a 
type II, factor acting standardly on 1*(G), identified with the space 
L*(M, r) of the GNS representation associated to the trace r on A4 and 
)I IIT coincides with the usual norm 11 II2 on I*(G). Denote by ( , ) the 
scalar production r*(G). 
Denote the group ring @[G] of G over C by M, and identify 
Mo={x:x=~,.c&,,w finite sum, &EC) with a subalgebra of Y(G) 
which acts by left translation on l’(G). It is known [4] that 
(1.1) 
and 
Xm+1=XmX,-(k-2)Xm-B2Xm-1, m 2 2, (1.2) 
hence the von Neumann subalgebra A of Y(G) generated by the xm’s is 
abelian. It has been shown in [17] that A is maximal abelian if and only 
if Nak. 
Let d = (A v JAJ)” be the abelian von Neumann subalgebra of 
&(1*(G)) generated by A and JAJ (J: l*(G) + l*(G), J(o) = u-l, for VE G, 
is the canonical conjugation). For each vector < in r*(G), denote by pc E d’ 
the cyclic projection of l’(G) onto z1 I2 = Span ArA r 02 and by z(p<) the 
central support of pr in &‘. Our aim is to show that d’ is of the 
homogeneous type I, on I- p, (where 1 = xE,, E M) and to give an explicit 
description of the operators x1 and Jx, J on r*(G). In order to do this, we 
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construct as in [ 141 a family of vectors { 4, },, N in 1*(G) such that the 
corresponding cyclic projections pc, are orthogonal, with the same central 
support Z-p, in d’ and CnENpen=I-pI. 
The linear span of words with length 1 is denoted by MA and the projections 
from l*(G) onto ML and respectively onto Span{AwA : w E E,} r r2 by q, and 
by p,. An important step in our proof is to check that p,- l q, = q, pI 1 and 
the range of p,-, v q, is precisely g=Span{q,(X,w), q,(wx,): IwI <I- 1). 
For any vector 5 in MA, I > 1, we denote 
for r,sBO 
for r<O or s<O. 
Let us consider in B(Mh) the self-adjoint operators q,X, q/ and 
#q,X1qr~=q,JX,Jq,. For each WEE,-,, 132, we get 
q,X14r(X,w)=(k-2)q,(;l,“) 
and 
so q/X, q/(x) c Y; for I > 2. Clearly this inclusion is still true also for I = 1 
and it follows that for any Z>l, B,=q,~~q,l~;~~, and C,=yB,y= 
q,fxl yq,l M;E),V are self-adjoint operators in B(Mh 0 Y;) defined by 
Remark also that B, = C,, B,C,=C,B, for 122, and B,=C,=O 
whenever k = 2. 
The first lemma describes the spectral properties of B, and C, and gives 
nice formulas relating the actions of x1 and ,$x1 f on Span{<,,,},,,,.,. 
LEMMA 1.1. (i) For any 12 1 one has 
B;=(k-3)B,+(k-2)Z; 
C;=(k-3)C,+(k-2)Z 
(in this lemma, I denotes the identity operator on MA 0 8). 
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(ii) For any Ia2, REM; 0 sl;, n>O, one has 
XI 50,n = <I,” + (Bd)O,H; 
L,OXI = &?,I + wxl,o. 
(iii) For any 5: E MA 0 Y;, n > 0, one has 
xl~o.,=5,,,+(B,r)o,,-(JB,tl+J5)0,,-,; 
Lox, = L, I + (Cl an,0 - (JCI 5 + JO,- 1.0. 
Proof: (i) Let <=&=, ~,uEM~ 0 Y;. Then 
Letting ba= c, only two cases occur: b =a-’ with (al = 1, (au1 =1 or 
(cl = 1, with Icv( = 1, Ial = 1, la-‘cl = 1, laOI = 1. There are k- 2 choices for 
a in the first case and k - 3 in the second (since c # o(u) -I). Thus 
B;l=(k-2) c A,v+(k-3) c ( c A+=(k-Z)t+(k-3)B,<. 
IuI=/ JUI =I ICI = 1 
lcul = I 
This finishes the proof of part (i), since C, = JB, J. 
6) Note first that x1 50,n = L,, + qI+,h to,J + q/+,+ dx, to.J. For 
121 we get 
4t+n(x1t0,n) = C C Aauw= 
JUI =I Ial = 1 ,$, (, El 4 v’w n 
IWI=n IUUWI =1+n IWI=n Jau’l = I 
lwl =/+n lu’wl =i+n 
= (Bdo,,. 
Also, for 1> 2 we get 
qr+n- 1(x1 50,J = c c &avw = 1 ;l,o(u)-1 uw 
IDI = I lul= I lvl = I 
IwI=n lauwl=l+n-1 (WI =” 
luwl=/+n Ivwl=l+n 
= c c Abv’v’w= 
Iv’1 =I- 1 IwI=n , ; w ” ( ,& Abuf> lJIw. 
lb1 = I Iu’wl=l+n-I IdI =I- 1 Ibu’l = I 
Ibu’l =I Iv’wl=/+n-I 
Since 5 is orthogonal on Y;, one gets for any u’ E E,- 1, 
&l=l,Ibu’l=l~bu’= (t,xlu’)=oy so we obtain q/+n-l(xltO,,)=O. 
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(iii) For 1= 1 the last calculation is different. More precisely 
4n(X15cl,,,)= c 1 buw= 
Jvl=1 Ia) = 1 
1 E,,w= c ( c I,,) w. 
Jul=l JH.J =,1 IUJ = 1 
/H,( =” lau11.1 = n 1 W’ 1 = ,I IWJ = n + I 
I LW/ = ” + I Ili*.l =n+ I 
Since 5 is orthogonal on <T, CIUl = r A,, = 0 and we obtain 
4n(X15o,n) = - c 
IWI =n ( > 
1 1” M’- c &w II+‘. (1.3) 
IDI = I />,.I =” 
I7lM.J = n
The statement follows noticing that 
JB,t= c 
IhI = I 
( 1 L-1) b= 1 ( c k)b 
101 = 1 IhI = I Iv1 = 1 
Iah-‘1 = I Il’bl = 1 
and 
J[= c &-lb, 
(bl = I 
hence the first term in the right side of (1.3) is equal to - (JB, [)O,n .~ , and 
the second to - (Jt)O,n-, . 1 
By the previous lemma, each B, has two eigenvalues, namely - 1 and 
k - 2 and similarly for C,. Denote by PI, and respectively by Ql, the 
projections of MA 08 onto {< E Mh 0 Y;: B,< = -<} and respectively 
onto ((EM; 0 q: C,t= -t>. Then P,,=I- P,, and Q/*=1-Q,, (I is 
the identity operator on MA 0 Y;) are the projections of MA 0 8 onto 
{<EM:, @y;: B,t=(k-2)t) and respectively onto { 5 E ML 0 Y;: 
C,5=(k-2)t}. S ince BIG, = C, B,, the projections Pli and Q, commute, 
i, j= 1,2. Denote by &‘fi the range of PliQ,, i, j= 1,2. Then, for any 12 2 
MA 0 y;’ Q CT;,. 
i,/= 1.2 
For 1=1, M~@Yr=&:@&~, where ~:={<EM~G.$: B,t= -[} 
and Bi= {[EM; 03;: B,t=(k-2)[}. 
The six standard recurrence formulas listed below constitute the basic 
tools in the proof of the main results of the paper. 
LEMMA 1.2. (i) For any vector REM& I> 1, 
X,L,n = L+ I,n + (k - 2)5,,, + P*L I.,,, mal,naO; 
L.nx, = L,n+ I +(k-W,,,+8*L,n- 19 maO,n> 1. 
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(ii) For any ~EB{~, 122, i= 1,2 or (ES: and m, n30 
Xrn5cl.” = L,n - L 1.n. 
(iii) For any <E&, 182, i=l,2 or <ccc?: andm,n>O 
L,OXn=L,n-Ln-I. 
(iv) Forany <E&$, 122, i=l,2, andm,naO, 
Lneo,n =5,,,+(k-2)5,-,,,-(k-1)5,~*,,. 
(v) For any r~&‘i~, 1>2, i=l,2, andm,n>O 
~m,oXn=5m,,+(k-2)r,,,-1-(k-1)5,,,-2. 





Proof: The proof of (i) is routine, these relations being the analogue of 
(1.2). By Lemma 1.1, taking into account that B,< = -5 for (e&ii, Z&2, 
i=l,2, and C,C:=(k-2)t for ~EC!?&, 122, we obtain 
Xl 5o.n = 51,n - 50,n for rE&ii, 122, i= 1,2 (1.4) 
x1 50,n = (1,” + 6 - 2)5,, for tE&?ii, 122, i= 1,2 (1.5) 
and the analogous equality for the action of Jx,J. 
If 5 E 8’:) then B, r + 5 = 0, hence according to part (iii) in Lemma 1.1 we 
obtain 
x1 to,* = 51.H - 50,n for <E&i, n>O. (1.6) 
Take now 5 = ‘&, = 1 1,~ E 8:. Then B, [ + < = (k - l)< and by definition 
of B, one obtains for each u E E, 
(k-1)1,= c A,,. 
Ial = 1 
I4 s 1 
In particular A., = A,-, for any t, E E, , hence J5 = < and by Lemma 1.1 
xr5o,n=t~n+ (k-2)to,,-(k- l)to,n-1 for tE&i,n>O. (1.7) 
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Finally, the statement follows by induction, combining (1.4)-(1.7) with 
the recurrence relations of x,,‘s (1.1) and ( 1.2). 1 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let 5 be a vector in Mi 0 8, 12 1. Then 
Span{Xm5~n}m,n~O=Span(5,..},,..o. Moreover, .for CE&:,, 122 or 
(~8: andm,n>O one has 
LEMMA 1.4. Let t, <’ be vectors in MA, 12 1. 
(i) For (E&k., 1>2, i, j= 1,2 or ~EcY~ and m, n, m’, n’30 one has 
<L,,, tLd,,,> = dm,??c L’B2(m+n’<5-~ r>. 
(ii) For 5 E ai, m, n, m’, n’ 3 0 one has 
(6, denotes the Kronecker symbol). 
Proof Since (r,,,, tk,,,,> = (q m+n+It~m5~n)~ qms+n~+hmCcJ) it is 
enough to check the statement when m +n =m’+n’. Assume that 
m’-m=n-n’=r>O. Then 
Note that x,,,~~~,,,x~~~~, x ,~,~,,,x,,~~EU~~,+, M,‘, in particular 
q,(Xm’~m,nXn,~~)=q,(Xm,- 1Sm,n~n,P2)=0. Thus, (1.1) and (1.2) yield 
4/kdL,nXn~) = 4/tXm~L,nX, Xn,-- L), for n’> 1 (1.9) 
and 
4/bn~5wJn~) = q,tLn- lXlSm,,Xn~), for m’>, 1. 
Combining Lemma 1.2 and (1.9) and taking into account that 
q,(xm,5m,n+ 1~ns- ,I = ql(xm&,,,xn~- 1) = 0 we obtain 
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A similar formula is still true on the left side. Iterating the previous 
formulas we find 
4rkY~L,nXd) = P2’“+“‘Mxr50,r) = 82(m+n’)4rL lXlLJ,,)> r> 1, 
where we have used the fact that qr(X,- 1 to,,) = q1(Xr--2t0,r) = 0. 
When r> 1 and <E&‘;., 122, i, j= 1, 2 or r~&‘:, Lemma 1.2 yields 
sr(x,,t;m,nxn,) = 82(m + n’) (4/L 1 f&r) + &4r(Xr- 1 ro,,,, = 0 
(E= -1 for <E&:~, 131, i=l,2, and &=k-2 for (E&‘:~, 1>2, i=l,2). 
When r 2 1 and 5 E ai, we get by Lemma 1.2 
41cLLr) = 41L 1x150,,) 
=q,(~I-151,,)+(k-2)q,(~,~15o,,)-(k-l)q,(~,~140,,-1) 
= -(k- l)q1(~,-,50,,-1). 
Consequently 
qr(Xm~tm,nXn~) = B 2’“+““(-(k-1))‘q,(5)=B2’“+“‘. 
and the statement (ii) follows by (1.8). 1 
The following elementary lemma is quite probably folklore but for the 
sake of completeness we sketch the proof. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let a be a real number with /aI < 1. Then, for any integer 
12 0 and any complex numbers &, . . . . 1, 
1 -a2 
( ) 
f: 1412 ’ 1+21al +2a2 i=O 
< 1 ~iJjp” < l+ ‘4 
i,j=O 
‘jq ,i I&l2 ’ 
( ) t-0 
In particular, the vectors { t,,n},,n a o are linearly independent when 
t;~&:, <#O, and N>3. 
Proof: A direct calculation shows that the operator B, given by the 
matrix with entries 6, = a”-“, i, j = 0, . . . . I is invertible and 
B;‘=(l-a’)-‘((l+a’).I--a(N,+N:)-a2D,), (1.10) 
where N, is the nilpotent operator with n@ = 6, j+ I and D, is the diagonal 
operator with d, #O only when i= j= 0, i= j= I, and do0 = d,[= 1. The first 
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inequality follows readily by (1.10). The second inequality is obtained 
directly by 
B,=l+ i a’(Nf+N/q I 
i= I 
LEMMA 1.6. (i) For any I> 1, the projections p/-, and q/ commute and 
Y; is the range of p,- , q,. 
. (ii) Foranyorthogonaluectors~1,52E~~U&:UUI~2,i,i=1,2~fr~ the 
proJecttons pt, and ps2 are orthogonal. 
(iii) When N = k = 2, ~1, =dim( h4: 0 Sg) is zero for any 12 2 and one 
for I= 1. In the other cases aI >, 1 for any 12 1 and 
a,=N(N-l)‘-‘(k-l)‘-(l+la,+(l-l)cx,+ . ..+2c+.). 
Proof. (i) Since g is included into the range of p,-- , A q,, it is enough 
to check that for any REM:, ~~1-1, m,n>O 
Srhl5Xn) E c4”;. (1.11) 
When a = 0, this follows by q/(X1) = qr(X1 xr- i). Arguing by induction, let 
1 Gadl- 1 and assume that (1.11) is true for a- 1. Let 5 be a vector in 
M;. If t EY,, then x,(x,, is in the range of p+ ,, hence q,(x,,,&,)E$ 
by the previous assumption. If 5 E S;, i, j = 1,2, then x,<xn E 
~pan~~~Jr+.,.,+. by Lemma 1.2, hence it is enough to check that 
q,(~~,,)=q,qr+,~+a(~~,,)~Y;.Thusr+s+a=landaccordingtoLemma1.2, 
q/(5,,) = sdL- ,x1) with 5,,,- I E MA-’ for s 2 1 and ql(tr.s) = 
q,(xlrrp l,s) with 5,- l,s~ MA- ’ for r > 1. 
Part (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i) and of Lemma 1.4. 
In order to prove (iii) remark first that for N = k = 2, MA = Y; when l>, 2 
(since both have dimension two and since dim 9, = 1, a, = 2 - 1 = 1). In 
this case Mh 0 8 =a:. 
In the other cases, since 4,(xI xc-- 1) = rlr(xI- ,x1) we get 
dim$Y;62 CardE,-,-1 and 
Moreover, in this case it is possible to compute precisely a,. By Lemma 
1.2 the projections pe and q, commute whenever 5 E G?‘$, i  j= 1,2, r 6 l- 1, 
and dim(p,q,) = l- r + 1 since the vectors { <,,,}, + n =, are linearly inde- 
pendent for < E 8>, i, j = 1,2, r > 1 by Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. Thus we obtain 
r,= Card E,- dim(p,- ,q,) 
I- 1 
=N(N-l)‘-l (k-l)‘- 1 + 1 (l-r+ l)a, . I 
r=l 
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Remark. If k 2 3, then for any I >, 2, i, j= 1,2,&b # (0 1. Indeed, assume 
that x1, yi EG:, x1 ZY,, x2, Y,EG~*, x2 # y,, and XE G:. Then 
(x,-Y,)x'-2(X2-Y2)E~:1; 
C a(x,’ c b-x:-’ c c)t&&; 
UEG; 6eG; CCC; 
c axi-‘(xz - y2) E a:,. 
act; 
Let us remark also that in this case &f is spanned by the vectors .xIc, - x,, 
where x, and x, are distinct elements of the same set G,*, n = 1, . . . . N, Bi 
is spanned by the vectors ca, G; a - xbc G; b, where m # n and dim 6’: = 
N(k-2), dimBi=N-1. 
If k = 2, then for any 12 1, B, = C, = 0. Consequently MA 0 Y; = S:, for 
1>2andMAOYi==bi. 
LEMMA 1.7. IfN>k>33,thenforanyvectors~~&?~,,l>1,and~’~~~2, 
1’22, with 11~112= 11<‘112= 1, the operator 
TO: Span{xmtxn~m,n~O + Span{xmt’xn}m,n~O 
defined by 
extends to a bounded invertible operator T: &??I’ ‘I2 4 &<’ ‘I ‘I2 such that for 
any m, n > 0, T( x,,, &) = x,,, c’x,, . In particular the cyclic projections pg and 
prf have the same central support in d’. 
Proof According to Corollary 1.3 and to Lemma 1.4, {r,,,},,, > 0 is - 
an orthonormal basis in s!( U 112. Thus To is a well-defined operator and by 
Corollary 1.3 we get 
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and 
Hence, for any m, n > 0 we get 
Let us define the operators 
u:q II2 .+Zll 112, 
U(L,,) = k,,, for m, n 30. 
By Lemma 1.4, U is a unitary and (ISId I( = \lS, I/ = /I -‘. Since 
T= U(Z+ (k - l)S,)(Z+ (k - l)S,) and IIU- l)S,II = II&- 1)SRII = 
(k - 1)/p = J(k - l)/(N- 1) < 1, it follows that T is bounded and inver- 
sible. Clearly TE d’, hence the polar decomposition of T yields a partial 
isometry u E d’ with u*u = pe, vu* = pc.. In particular z(p& = z(pCS). m 
Remark. If S is the unilateral shift on I’( N ), then I+ S* is one-to-one. 
When N = k > 3, the operators I+ (k - l)S, and Z+ (k - l)S, are unitary 
equivalent with (Z+ S*)@Z, hence TE d’ is this time one-to-one and with 
dense range; therefore z(pe)=z(pg.) in this case also. 
LEMMA 1.8. ZfN>,k>3, thenforanyvectors~E8{,,l>,l,andE’E&’~~, 
1’ >, 2, with (I 5 (I 2 = )( {‘\I 2 = 1, the operator 
defined by T,(t,,,) =&, + (k - 1 ){L,,- , , m,n > 0, extends to a bounded 
operator T: =I1 II* + &{’ II II2 such that for any m, n >O, T(x,,,tx,,) = x,,<‘x,,. 
Moreover, T is invertible for N > k and is one-to-one with dense range jar 
N = k. In particular z(p,) = z(pe,). 
Proof The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 1.7. In this case 
T= U(Z+ (k- l)S,). 1 
Clearly, by the same way we get that z(p<) = z(p<,) for any 5 E Q’,, , l>, 1, 
and [‘~&r, 1’ > 2, with <, 5’ # 0. 
A similar argument shows that for any 5 E ai,, I> 2, and 5’ E ai, 
5, 5’ # 0, the projections pc and pt-, are Murray-von Neumann equivalent 
in d’. However, in this case the computation is a bit more complicated. 
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LEMMA 1.9. If N 2 k 3 2 and NB 3, then for any vectors lj E 8: and 
<‘EC?&, 132, /15jj2= /It’JIz= 1, the operator 
To: Spanb&Jm,n20 + Span{~m5’~nlm,nb0 
defined by 
To(5,,,)=51,,+(k-1)5:,-,,,-1, m,n30 
extends to a bounded invertible operator T: z’l ‘I2 --f ~4~“’ ‘I2 such that for 
any m, n B 0, T(x,,,&,,) = 2, r’xn. In particular z(ps) = z(p<,). 
Proof: By Lemma 1.5 the vectors { 5m,n}m,nao re linearly independent 
in &c and the operator R: z” I’* -+ sz?<‘” 12, R(<,,,)= t&,,, m, n>O is 
bounded and invertible. Denote qm,n = cjpO (- l)j(k - 1)’ &,- j,n-j (the 
sum is finite since t,,, =0 for r<O or s<O) for m,n>O and q,,,=O for 
m < 0 or n < 0. By the very definition of T,, it is clear that 
To(vm,J = tin,, for any m, n 3 0. (1.12) 
Moreover, for any m, n z 0 we get 
5,,ox”=r,,,+(k-2)1,,.-,-(k-l)~,,.-,. (1.13) 
Indeed, 5,,0 = qm,o and for n = 1 we obtain 
~m,o~~=5,,,-(k-1)5m~t,o+(k-2)~m,o=~m,~+(k-2)~m,o. (1.14) 
Note also that for any m, n 2 0 
( 
n-1 
vm,n~1= c C-l)‘&- l)‘5,-j,,-j+ C-l)“&- l)n5,,-n,o x1 
j=O > 
n-1 
zjgo (-1)‘(k-1)‘(5,-,“-,+1 +(k-2)5,-j,,-j+P25,-j,“-j-1) 
+(-l)“(k-1)“(5,-.,,-(k-1)5,~.-,,o+(k-2)~,-,,) 
=v m,n+1+(k-2)l?m,n+B2~m,n-1. (1.15) 
Thus (l.l), (1.14), and (1.15) yield 
L,oxz= CL,, + (k-2)vm.o)a -(k-2)hn,, + (k-2)rlm,o)-Nk- l)L,o 




Now (1.13) follows by induction on n as before combining (1.2), (1.15 ), 
and part (i) of Lemma 1.2. 
In virtue of (1.12), (1.13), and Lemma 1.2 one has 
To(4m,oXn)= La+ (k-2)c?w I - (k- 1)cwl 2= 4~,“Xm m,nbO, 
hence for any m, n >O we obtain 
~oh?z~xn) = ~o(L,oX,) + w - 2) To(S,-. LOL) - (k - 1) To(L2.*Xn) 
= (cl,0 + w - 2) 5:, - I,0 -(k-1)5:,-2,0)=XmS’Xn. 
Finally, we remark that denoting D = S,S,: s (( ((2 --+ dl’ /( /I2 one 
obtains 0(&J= CL--+ 1, m, na0, and T= (Iz,,~,,+ (k- 1)D)R. Since 
R is invertible and by Lemma 1.4, II(k - 1)0/l = (k - 1 )/p’ = l/(N- 1) K 1. 
it follows that T is bounded and invertible. 1 
Remark. For any l,i’>l, i,j=l,2, and ;E&!,, <‘E&; or [~&‘f, 
(‘EC?‘:‘, r, <‘#O it is clear that z(pg) = z(p<,) since xm~xn and x,,,t’x,, 
satisfy the same recurrence relations. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. The radial algebra A is a Cartan M.A.S.A. in 
M = 3’(Z, * Z,). 
Proof Denote by x1 and x, the generators of Z’* * Z, and set 
x = x, - x2 f Y(Z2 * h,). Then x1x = -xxl. In this case the spectrum of x1 
is [ - 2,2] and the Plancherel measure is dp(t) = dt/n m. Thus 
a(~~) = - x1 extends to an automorphism c1 of A and for any a E A, 
ax =x@(a). Note also that x*x = x2 = 2 - xz and it is easily seen that 2 -x2 
is one-to-one, hence ~(2 - x2) = 1. Now, the polar decomposition x = u (xl 
yields a unitary UE 9(Z2 * B2). Since s(IxI)= 1, it follows that au=va(a) 
for all a E A, hence u normalises A and M = {x, x, }’ = NM (A )“, 
THEOREM 1.11. Suppose that G = G, * . . . * GN is the ,free product qf N 
groups each having order k < N. Then : 
(i) For N = k = 2 the radial von Neumann subalgebra A is a Cartan 
M.A.S.A. in $P(Z, *Zz). In particular .d = (A v JAJ)” is a M.A.S.A. 
(ii) In all the other cases d’ is of the homogeneous type I, on 
(I- p,) i*(G). In particular A is a singular M.A.S.A. 
Proof: It has been proved in [173 that A is a M.A.S.A. in Y(G) iff 
N3k. 
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When N = k = 2, A is a Cartan subalgebra in Y(Z, * Z,) by Proposition 
1.10. In this case Z2 * Z2 is amenable. By [12] it follows that 
JZ? = (A v JAJ)” is maximal abelian. The last assertion follows also by 
Lemma 1.6 since in this case &L= S: = {0}, 12 2, i, j = 1, 2, and 8: is 
spanned by the vector 5 =x, - x2 (xi and x2 are the generators of Z, * h,). 
In the other cases (G nonamenable), take for any 13 1 an orthonormal 
basis {~~ll~r~ar in MkOg such that t;i~&:u&i for 16r<a, and 
{f. E lJi, j= 1,2 &f, for I> 2, 1 < r < ~1~. One can actually deduce by Lemmas 1.4 
and 1.6 that the projections fpr;} i QiGor,,l GI are mutual orthogonal and 
XI,, Cqf_, pe; = I- pi. Since p, E JZ! (see, e.g., [ 12]), Lemmas 1.7, 1.8, and 
1.9 yield for any 12 1, i= 1, . . . . a, that z(p[;)=Z-pp,. 1 
COROLLARY 1.12. Each vector ~EB:u~~u Ui,j=1,2,/>2Jf’fi, l#O, has 
the central support z(pC) = I- p1 in d’. 
2. MORE ABOUT THE STRUCTURE OF THE ALGEBRA d 
In this section we use the recurrence formulas in order to give an explicit 
description for the spatial structure of the algebra d = (A v JAJ)” on each 
cyclic projection pr . For ~~~:u~:uUi,j=1,2,lr*~lj., 520, m,n>O 
denote <L,, = IIt,,,II -lt,,,,,, = 8-(m+n)L,,n. Denote also by {e, jnrO the 
canonical orthonormal basis in 1’(N) and by S the unilateral shift on 
l*(N), Se,=e,,,, II 2 0. The projection onto Ce,, is P, = [S*, S]. 
BY Lemma 1.4, bL,n~m,nro 
- 
is an orthonormal basis in JZJ’< I1 I2 = 
SpanIxmSxn~m,n.o”‘i2 - whenever ~~Q:uU,~=~,~,,~~~ij.., 5#0 and U: 
dp’*-+I*(N)x1*(N), U,(gJ= ,o e x e, is a unitary operator. According 
to Lemma 1.2, we obtain for each Ia 2, i = 1,2, 
U,x,p,UF=((k-2)I+/?(S+S*))I for <E&:~ (2.1) 
U,Jx,Jp,UT=IO((k-2)Z+fi(S+S*)) for ~ES:~ (2.2) 
U,x,prU$=((k-2)Z-(k-l)P,,+P(S+S*))@I for ~~~~~ (2.3) 
U,Jx,JpSZJ;=I@((k-2)Z-(k-l)PO+/?(S+S*)) for <~&ii. (2.4) 
The formulas (2.3) and (2.4) are still valid also for 5 ~8:. It remains to 
find explicit formulas for x, pc and Jx, Jp, in the case 5 E 8:. Let us recall 
that according to Lemma 1.4 one has 
<C&, G,,,> = ~,+.,,r+.~-a’m~m”, where a= -(N-l)-‘. 
In order to orthonormalise the vectors (to } m,n m,n*O, denote as in Lemma 1.5, 
B, = [a”-“] 
O<i,j</. It is well known that the positive definite matrix B, 
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has the Choletsky factorization B, = C: C,, where C, is the triangular 
matrix with entries coj = ui, cii = 7 1 -a .a’-‘, 1 <i<j61. Moreover, C, 
is invertible and C,- ’ = DI, with the only nonzero entries d, = 1, 
d,=(l -u*))“*, djpl,j= -a(1 -u*))“*, 1 <j<l. It follows that the 
vectors hm,nL,n~o given by 
r0.n - 0.n to (2.5) 
tl m.n =(1-~*)~"'(50,,.-~50,~1,.+,)~ Wlbl,FZ20 (2.6) 
define an orthonormal basis in z” ‘I*. Moreover 
m-l 
~0,,~=~m~o,m+“+(1-u2)“*. 1 dq,. ,,n+,’ (2.7) 
/=o 
Rewriting the first two relations in Lemma 1.2(vi) as 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
and taking into account (2.5)-(2.7), one may readily verify the following 
four relations 
Ylm,nXl = B9m,n+ 1 + (k- 2)rm.n + Ps,,,- 1 for m, n>,O (2.10) 
(2.11) 
Xl ylm,, = P?*+ 1,n + 6 - 2)rlm.n + Burn- I,n for m>,2,n>O. (2.13) 
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- 
Thus, denoting U, : JZJ~ 1 II2 
for any (E&P:, <#O 




/-- S(N- 1 -,I;vo)(~,sos*~,)~~z 
- 
The recurrence relation of X”‘S describes the action of the operators x1 
and JxlJ on &‘.l”“*=Span(Xn)np I’ ‘12. More precisely, denoting by U1 
the unitary U,:~‘1”2~Z2(~), U,(x,)= I(Xn)jze,, na0, where llx,lj:= 
N(k - 1 )P2’” - I), n 2 1, one obtains 
U,Jx,Jp,U:=u,~,p,u:=(k-2)(Z-P,)+B(S+S*) 
+ m (,,6- JN-I)(P,S* + SP,). (2.15) 
Putting all these facts together and according to Lemmas 1.7-1.9 one 
obtains 
THEOREM 2.1. Let G = G, * . . . * GN, each G, having order k < N, k > 2, 
N> 3. Then 
(i) There exists a unitary 
such that 
with 
S1 = (k- 2)(Z- P,) + p(S+ S*) + Jkl(,/%- ,/G)(P,S* + SP,); 
S,=(k-2)Z+j?(S+S*); 
S,=(k-2)Z-(k-l)P,+/?(S+S*). 
(ii) For each ~E~:u~::uU~,~=~,~,,.~~~, 520, the von Neumann 
algebras &pc and A @A are isomorphic. In particular zzf is isomorphic to 
A@(A@A). 
(iii) For each ~~cf:uU~,~=~,~,~~~&Pfi, 520, dpr and A@A are 
spatial isomorphic (A acts on L2(A, z), r identified with 10 1, 1 E L2(A, t)). 
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Let us consider now the case G = IF, and let us recall some facts 
from [ 141, reformulated in the following lemmas (in this case ?$,= 
(2N- 1) cm + w25m,n), 
LEMMA I. (i) For 5 EMA, Z>2, one has 
xl41.,=J2N-1(5~,,,,+5~~,,,) for m>l,n>O (2.16) 
5”,.,xl=J2N-I(5~,,,+,+50,,,~,) for m>O, n>, 1. (2.17) 
(ii) For Mi 0 Y;, 12 2, the previous two relations are still true for all 
m,n>,O. 
(iii) For<EM~~~suchthatJ<=&&E{-l,l}(sinceM~~Y,iis 
J-invariant and J’=l, M~O~=F,@&~,, where &C={4~M~Q~: 
J5 = ~5)) one has 
(2.18) 
5$3Xl =J2N-1i-l]+,,, -&LO for m,nbO. (2.19) 
LEMMA II. (i) For t E MA 0 z, I > 2, m, m’, n, n’ >, 0 one has 
6) For (E&, EE { -1, l}, m, m’, n, n’>O one has 
(r;,,, (“,s,,.) =6,+,,,,+.(-&(2N- 1)))‘” mmm”. 
Therefore, for each 5 E MA 0 Y;, 12 2 we get 
u,*Ip$J~=~N--I(s+s*)@I 
U,JxIJprUEk=J2N-1.10(S+S*), 
where U, is defined as in the case G = G, * . . * G,. 
For 5 E gE we repeat the calculation of (2.10)-(2.13) but with (2.18) and 
(2.19) in place of (2.8) and (2.9). Noticing that (2.5)-(2.7) are still true 
with a= -(2N- 1))“2 we find in this 
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U,JxlJprUd=J22jV-1.1Q(S+S*) 




The recurrence relations of x,‘s [2] 
x: =x2 + 2Nxo 
x,xn=xnx1=xn+,+(2N-1)xn-1, na2 
yield in this case 
U1x1p1U:=U,Jx1p1U:=J2N-1 (S+S*) 
+ (@?- JzN-I)(P,S* + SP,), (2.20) 
where U,:dllz+lz(f+J), U(x,)= IJxnj12en, na0, and llx,ll:= 
2N(2N- l)“- r, n 3 1. Thus we obtain the following statement 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G = [FN be the free group on N > 2 generators. Then 





(ii) For each 5 E 8, u & 1 v U,> 2 (ML 0 x), 5 # 0, the von Neumann 
algebras &pe and A 8 A are isomorphic. In particular d is isomorphic to 
AO(AQA). 
(iii) For each 5 E U ,> 2 (Mi 0 9& r # 0, &pe and A 6 A are spatial 
isomorphic (A acts on L’(A, z), 5 identified with 16 1, 1 E L’(A, 7)). 
Denote the vector state associated to each r E l’(G), 11511 =  by IX<. Then 
the functional pu,: @[Xl + C, ,LQ(X”) = oe(x;) = (xl& 5) is a probability 
measure on R with compact support. Finally, we shall compute dpe for 
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4 u+J Ui,j=1,2,I>Z &f when G=Gl*...*GN and for ~E&,u&,u 
U,82(MhOcY;)whenG=[F,. For t: = 1 these are the Plancherel measures 
computed in [4] for the first case and in [ 1, 3, 111 for the second: 
dp (+(wJ4(N-l)(k-1)-(f+2-k)‘dt 
1 n(t+N)(N(k- 1)-t) 
for x,EY(G, *...* GAS), N>k 
dp ([)=J4(2~- u-t2 
I x(2N- t2 
dt for x, E: &?(lF,). 
In fact, according to (2.15) and (2.20), the Plancherel measure is the 
measure ~3: @[Xl + C, pi = Tr(g”P,) associated to some linite- 
dimensional perturbation 3 of S+ S*. Our approach here in the case 
G = Gi * . . * G, is to apply Theorem 3 in [4] in order to find explicitly 
the probability measure ~3 associated to the one-dimensional self-adjoint 
perturbation s=a(Z--P,)+crP,+/I(S+S*) of aZ+P(S+S*), a, a,fi~lR. 
LEMMA 2.3. The continuous part of dpg is 
d&(t) = &FF2 dt 
iT((a-ci)(t-u)+(a--)2+P2) 
The discrete part of dps is 
d&(i)=2(1-&)+ 6(g) for xfa 
(here a + = (a + Ial)/ and 6(x) denotes the Dirac measure of mass one 
concentrated in x). 
Proof. Consider the sequence of polynomials defined by 
PO(f) = 1, P,(t)=t-@, 
p,+1(t)=(t-a) Pn(+BZPn-l(t) for n>, 1. 
Clearly po($Po=eo, p_l(S)eo=be,, pJS)e,=b(S--a)e, -b2eo= b2e2. By 
induction we find p,(S)e, = b”e, for n 2 1, hence 
PAP” Pm) = Bmtn 6rn.H for all m,n 3 0. (2.21) 
Thus Theorem 3 in [4] applies and the statement follows. 
According to Theorems 2.1, 2.2, and Lemma 2.3 we obtain 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let G = F,. Then for each r E 8, u &, u 
U1,2 (Mi 0 Y;), t#O one has 
C,(r)=J4(2~-1)-t2 
7q2N-1) . 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let G = G, * .*. * GN, each Gi having order k 6 N. 
Then 
(i) d~,(t)=J4(N- l)(k- l)-(t+2-k)2 
n(N- l)(k- 1) 





dt for 5~8:~ U &ii 
i= 1.2 
/>2 
and similar results for Jx, J. 
Note that in order to compute dpt; in Corollary 2.4 and in part (i), 
Corollary 2.5, we need only dps+s* and one can readily obtain 
4 s+.s* (t) = (l/x) Jm by a direct calculation of the moments, by 
Lemma 2.3 or using the principal functidn of S, as in [18]. 
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